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ABSTRACT
 
Customer beliefs about direct response(DR)advertising were investigated
 
regarding their influence on communication effectiveness when targeting a
 
multicultural market. It was hypothesized that cultural background and attitudes
 
toward advertising in general(AG)would influence consumers' intention to respond to
 
DR ads. The influence ofethnicity on attitudes toward DR advertisements was
 
examined using a survey instrument that determined 1)attititudes toward advertising in
 
general,2)consumer perceptions ofthe advertisements,3)past DR purchase behavior,
 
4)intention to purchase, and 5)demographic information. A convenience sample of
 
225 Asian, Black, Hispanic and Anglo men and women were questioned as to their
 
purchase intention after viewing three DR advertisements. A confirmatory factor
 
analysis demonstrated that AG was comprised offive distinct factors. AG and
 
attitudes toward DR advertising were not shown to have a large affect on purchase
 
intent. However,ethnic differences were identified among the groups regarding both
 
the structure ofAG and purchase intention for the three advertisements. In lieu ofthe
 
fmdings, distinct target groups may be best defined in terms ofstrength ofcultural
 
identification over broad ethnic categories. In fact, perceptions ofthe advertisements
 
themselves were found to have the strongest relationship with intention to purchase.
 
Measures ofacculturation were suggested as part offuture investigations on source
 
perceptions.
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iNiRODUcnav
 
Direct response advertising is a form ofadvertising that offers consumers
 
goods and services directly from the manufacturer, bypassing the retail outlet. In
 
contrast to most advertising, where only information is conveyed,a direct response
 
advertisement asks the consumer to respond. For the advertisement to be effective the
 
customer must actively participate, either seeking further information or purchasing the
 
product or service throu^ the specified response channel. The response channel that
 
is employed in a given advertisement is a fimction ofthe medium that offers the
 
products directly for sale to the consumer(e.g., 1-800 numbers for television shopping
 
networks or post card tear outs for magazine ads). Examples ofdirect response
 
advertising include mail order catalogs, offers received in the mail, 1-800 toll free
 
numbers,tear out cards in magazines, and television shopping clubs.
 
Direct response advertising has enjoyed increasing popularity as companies
 
demand results from their advertising efforts. Direct marketing is one ofthe fastest
 
growing marketing activities used by advertisers and it continues to experience an
 
unprecedented growth. According to Advertising Age's 1992 annual survey ofdirect-

response agencies(Wylie, 1993),the industry climbed to a record growth rate of
 
16.9% and posted a U.S. sales volume of$5.6 billion. IVferketers are beginning to
 
recognize the importance ofdirect response advertising as an effective means of
 
targeting growing domestic ethnic populations. Even thou^ this represents a growth
 
area for marketers, the impact ofculture on attitudes toward advertising, attitudes
 
toward specific ads, and intention to purchase from direct response ads is not clearly
 
understood. Research is necessary to explore the potential influence ofethnicity on
 
direct marketing practices so that marketers may more effectively target an
 
increasingly diverse population.
 
Although, many companies still believe their general advertising strategies are
 
useful in reaching ethnic minorities, several researchers argue that they are missing the
 
mark(Fischer, 1991; Kem-Foxworth, 1991). Cosmetic companies(such as Estee
 
Lauder, Prescriptives USA,and Revlon)are taking the lead in aggressively marketing
 
to multicultural markets by offering new products and responding to the changing
 
population with more focused strategies. To appeal to this changing marketplace,
 
advertisers are utilizing strategies that have proven successful in other markets such as
 
direct response advertising; however, given the success ofdirect response advertising,
 
there seems to be little research indicating the influence ofculture on consumers'
 
intention to respond to direct response ads.
 
Generally, beliefs about advertising have been shown to influence attitudes
 
toward advertising which then impact attitudes toward specific ads, eventually
 
affecting purchase intentions(See Figure 1). Muehling(1987)defmed beliefs as
 
thou^ts about an object that can be associated with an attribute (i.e., advertising as a
 
source ofinformation); however,these beliefs must contain an evaluation ofsome sort
 
before they can be considered attitudes (e.g., advertising is good for the economy).
 
Pollay and Mttal(1993)reviewed the literature on the beliefs about the social and
 
economic effects ofadvertising, first found by Bauer and Greyser(1968),and
 
proposed a more conprehensive model ofattitudes toward advertising that included
 
additional beliefcategories. They concluded that it is important to understand the
 
additional customer beliefs about advertising (i.e., advertising as an information
 
source, materialism,falsehood and deception, ethics, enjoyment, and issues ofpoor
 
taste), as they impact the effectiveness ofcommunication with the intended market.
 
Opinions ofadvertising seem to be as varied as the advertisements themselves.
 
Crane(1991)found that respondents thought advertising was manipulative and
 
misleading(80%), while at the same time believing that advertising provided useful
 
information when making important purchase decisions(70%). The heterogeneity of
 
these attitudes were further demonstrated when Webster(1991)found differences
 
regarding the feelings consumers had about advertising along ethnic lines. Since
 
consumers' attitudes toward advertising in general are thought to affect the ability of
 
advertisements to influence consumer purchasing behavior, it becomes important to
 
understand the factors which affect the development ofthese attitudes(James&
 
Kover, 1992).
 
Hence, given the above discussion, the author sought to identify the
 
components ofattitudes toward advertising, examine the effects ofethnicity, and
 
determine ethnic groups' past experience with direct response advertising. These
 
findings will hopefully enable marketers to develop and implement more effective
 
communication strategies when targeting an entire multicultural market or specific
 
ethnic markets. Creating culturally sensitive ads aimed at consumers ofvarious ethnic
 
backgrounds may help to change perceptions ofthe role ofadvertising as well.
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Given the preceding discussion,the purpose ofthe present study was to
 
investigate the influence ofethnicity on attitudes toward direct response
 
advertisements. Specifically, the objectives were to:
 
1. Determine if differences exist among selected ethnic groups regarding 
attitudes toward advertising, 
2. Determine differences among selected ethnic groups regarding previous 
direct response purchasing experience, 
3. Determine differences among selected ethnic groups regarding intention 
to purchase, 
4. Determine the relationship between intention to purchase fi^ om a direct 
response advertisement and previous direct response experience, 
5. Determine the relationship between attitudes toward advertising ®d 
intention to purchase, 
6. Detamine the influence ofethnic backgromld on intention to purchase, 
and
 
7. 	 Determine the effects ofdemographic characteristic^ among selected
 
ethnic groups on intention to purchase.
 
REVIEWOFTHEUIERATURE
 
Information on direct marketing and attitudes toward advertising is abundant in
 
tiie academicjoumals and the popular press. The presence ofarticles trumpeting the
 
importance ofthe growing ethnic segments in the future ofmarketing practices in the
 
U.S. are also abundant(Fischer, 1991; Hazel, 1992; O'Hare, 1990; Levin, 1994;
 
Santoro, 1991; Whittle'&DiMeo,1991). However,tiiere is a dearth ofresearch
 
investigating the impact ofculture on attitudes toward direct response advertising, and
 
how these attitudes may affect purchase intention. Therefore,the researcher reviewed
 
the following topic areas regarding their influence on purchase intent: 1)attitudes
 
toward advertising in general,2)attitudes toward direct response advertising,3)the
 
impact ofdirect response ad features on purchase intent, and 4)the effects ofculture
 
on each ofthe above.
 
Attitudes Towaid AdverHsing in General
 
The affective responses ofconsumers toward advertising and the
 
advertisements themselves have long been considered important in moderating peoples'
 
intuition to purchase. Using seven beliefstatements about advertising, Bauer and
 
Greyser(1968)were the first to investigate tiie influence ofbeliefs about advertising,
 
and identified an eGonomic and a social dimension in which beliefe can be categorized.
 
According to Bauer and Greyser, beliefe could be categorized as either an outlet for
 
business to relay messages about their products or as providing social role information
 
when compared to society in general.
 
Muehiing(1987)further investigated gena^ beliefe about advertising to
 
determine their effect on the underlying factors that made up the attitudes-toward­
advertising-in-general(AG)construct. Thoughts about advertising were elicited and
 
evaluated by the subject as either positive, neutral, or negative. Results indicated that
 
AG was bidimensional in nature, consisting ofan institutional dimension(attitudes
 
regarding the role ofadvertising)and an instrumental dimension(attitudes regarding
 
the methods used by practitioners).
 
The beliefe-toward-advertising construct was further investigated by Andrews
 
(1989). He examined Bauer and Greysefs(1968)social and economic dimensions and
 
verified their stability across samples. Hie appropriateness ofthe two-dimension
 
model ofbeliefs toward advertising was further supported by Andrews(1989)via
 
principal component analysis. According to Andrews,beliefs about advertising were
 
concerned with tlie perceptions ofthe advertisements and the effects ofadvertising on
 
society.
 
Advertising research has focused almost exclusively on the perceived social
 
and economic effects ofbeliefe toward advertising that make up the two-dimensional
 
model ofBauer and Greyser(1968). However,recently Pollay and Mittal(1993)
 
noted that the range ofspecific beliefe about advertising had not been adequately
 
investigated regarding their influence on AG,and thus hypothesized that additional
 
beliefdimensions(which they called factors)existed. They expanded the Bauer and
 
Gkeyser(1968)two-dimensional model to include seven factors; three personal
 
outcomes and four societal effects ofadvertising. Hie personal uses ofadvertising
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were; 1)Product Information,2)Social Role and Image,and 3)Hedonic/Pleasure.
 
The societal effects ofadvertising were: 1)Good for the Economy,2)Materialism,3)
 
Corrupts values and,4)Falsity/Nonsense.
 
The seven factor structure was tested by Pollay and Mittal(1993)using a
 
student convenience sample and a random household sample. In addition to the belief
 
factors found in previous studies, personal factors were found to contribute to AG
 
indicating the Bauer and Greyser model was incomplete. The hypothesized belief
 
factors were generally consistent with the proposed structure and accounted for 62.4
 
percent and 55.9 percent ofthe variance in AG,in the respective samples. Using
 
these seven factors Pollay and Mittal(1993)suggested a method for developing
 
profiles ofa population along the seven beliefdimensions to identify segments with
 
differing beliefs and attitude structures about advertising and determine how these
 
structures relate to AG. The importance ofthese profiles is in their application.
 
Pollay and Mittal(1993)point out that,"Knowledge ofsegments with differing beliefs
 
would facilitate message development and media selection for improved targeting"(p.
 
112). This exploratory analysis ofa more comprehensive model offactors influencing
 
AG and the structure ofthe seven factor model has yet to be validated.
 
Although ethnicity has been shown to influence attitudes toward marketing,
 
Durvasula, Andrews,Lysonski, and Netemeyer(1993)wanted to see whether their
 
model ofattitudes toward advertising in general(AG)could be applied cross-

nationally. With the unification ofthe European community,the emergence of
 
intemational markets, and the growth ofglobal brands, understanding the factors that
 
affect tiie effectiveness ofinternational advertising is ofutmost importance.
 
The structure ofdie AG construct was found to be similar across countries,
 
although the mean values showed significant differences across countries. Durvasula
 
et al.(1993)concluded that variations in attitudes about advertising exist
 
internationally as a result ofthe abundance ofthe ways advertising is conducted.
 
Similar to previous research which showed mean differences on a measure ofAG
 
across sanqiles domestically(Pollay&Mttal, 1993),these fmdings further illustrate
 
the importance ofculture as a mediator ofAG,attitudes toward the ad and ultimately
 
purchase intention.
 
Attitiides Towaid Direct Kesponse Adveitisii^
 
Much ofthe literature on attitudes toward direct response advertising and
 
subsequent purchase behavior has focused on consumers' attitudes towards taking risks.
 
In fact, Akhter and Durvasula(1991), Gordon(1994), and James and Kover(1992)all
 
noted the importance ofreducing the risk that the consumers perceive firom both
 
advertising in general and direct response advertising as a means for increasing direct
 
response sales.
 
Using direct response advertisements for personal computers Weigold,Flusser,
 
and Ferguson(1992)investigated the mediating effects ofAttitudes toward die ad
 
(Agd), brand value, brand attractiveness, and riskiness ofpurchasing the brand on
 
purchase consideration ofpersonal computers. They hypothesized that consumers
 
would make purchases using direct response to the extent that: 1)the product was
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more desirable than a retail brand,2)the same brand was available for less money
 
using direct response, and 3)information in the ad reduced perceived risk ofmaking
 
the purchase. A strong relationship was found between and purchase
 
consideration; however,the layouts ofthe ads used did not notably differ leading the
 
authors theorize that is not a cause ofbrand likability, but rather the odier way
 
around. Moreover,findings showed that the amount ofinformation found in the ad
 
was negatively correlated with liking the ad. The information itselfwas not a negative
 
attribute ofthe ads, but more likely was that the presentation ofthe information may
 
have had a bearing qn perceptions. Finally, perceived risk did not influence product
 
consideration and Weigold et al.(1992)concluded that the risk ofpurchasing
 
computers using direct response was no longer a factor ofoverall risk on purchasing
 
computer equipment.
 
Akaah and Korgaonkar(1989)examined other features ofdirect response
 
advertising by developing an interest-in-purchasing-direct-marketing scale. Subjects
 
were asked to rate their purchase interest when given various scenarios that combmed
 
the three features ofinterest(such as the product type,the manufacturer's reputation,
 
and the distribution method used). Interest in purchasing the product was gauged after
 
a purchase situation was given. For exanple,the product could be described as
 
ine5q)ensive,low in social visibility, the manufacturer's reputation is known,and the
 
product is distributed directly from the manufacturer. The direct marketing features
 
were found to significantly influence customers' interests in purchasing. The method
 
ofdistribution was rated as the most important factor followed by the reputation ofthe
 
source, and die type ofproduct. Ordering directly from a manufactura- or directly
 
from a catalog increased purchase intent, vdiereas the opposite was true for ordering
 
from 800 numbers and door-to-door sales people.
 
To more precisely determine the effect features ofdirect response
 
advertisements have on purchase intent, Akhter and Durvasula(1991)investigated
 
customers' attitudes toward three elements that were thought to influence customers'
 
intention to buy. These included: the source,the mode,and the response channel.
 
The source was the source ofthe message or the direct marketing firm(e.g., L.L.
 
Bean),the mode was the media used to market the products(e.g., catalogs, telephones,
 
mail), and the response channel was the mediod available for ordering products(e.g.,
 
telephones, interactive television, mail). They found that favorable attitudes toward
 
the three elements ofmarketing were positively related to purchase intentions.
 
Further, various combinations ofattitudes toward the three marketing elements had
 
varying effects on response intentions. Interestingly, attitudes toward die mode and
 
the response channel were found to be more important than attitudes toward the source
 
when distinguishing between those vfro were likely to respond and those who were
 
not. It was found that those who had made direct purchases in the past were more
 
likely to purchase in the future than those who purchased less frequently. Akhter and
 
Durvasula(1991)suggested that unfavorable purchase intentions came from either a
 
lack ofor negative ejqjeriences with previous direct purchases. They concluded that
 
direct marketers must determine how to create favorable consumer attitudes toward
 
ordering products directly.
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In order to create favorable consumer attitudes toward direct response
 
advertising, marketers must first create favorable attitudes toward the brand, and the
 
company. Bush, Bush and Nitse(1993)proposed that building long-term relationships
 
with consumers generated positive attitudes towards a brand, and this likability
 
influenced subsequent persuasion to the brand. Therefore, they investigated
 
perceptions that increased the likability ofdirect response advertisements and the
 
degree to which the likability transferred to liking the advertised product and
 
subsequent purchase behavior. Four significant factors were identified as affecting the
 
likability ofadvertisements: Entertdnment,informdion and warmth had a positive
 
impact on ad likability, while annoyance had a negative impact. The factors were then
 
regressed to determine how well they predicted feelings toward the product, and
 
accounted for a significant amount ofthe variance(R^=.62). Bush et al.(1993)
 
concluded that increasing the likability ofan advertisement not only enhanced sales,
 
but could also served as a long-term investment for the brand. Furthermore, by
 
increasing the likability ofan advertisement the marketer was creating favorable
 
consumer attitudes which may also transfer to the process ofordering products directly
 
(as suggested by Akhter&Durvasula, 1991). However,the impact ofcultural
 
differences regarding attitudes toward direct response advertisements and intention to
 
respond are conspicuously absent from the literature.
 
Hie Inqiact ofEthnic Bacl^jioimd on Perceptions of Adverfisii^
 
Although many companies believe their general advertising is useful in
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reaching ethnic minorities, several researchers argued that they are missing the mark
 
(Fisher, 1991; Kem-Foxworth, 1991). In one area, researchers suggested that the
 
similarity ofthe model in an ad to the target market may enhance communication
 
effectiveness. Whittler and DiMeo(1991)advised that Blacks, accounting for 31
 
million people in the U.S. and spending nearly $170 billion dollars annually on goods
 
and services, should not be alienated by advertisers by not including Black actors.
 
Whittler and DiMeo(1991)investigated viewers' reactions to actors ofdiffering ethnic
 
backgrounds and found that on source processing measures(perceived similarity to
 
and identification with actors), and outcome measures(interest in additional
 
information, intention to buy, evaluation ofthe ad and the product)that the actor's race
 
had a significant effect. Regardless ofattitudes toward Blacks, Anglos were less
 
likely to purchase the products and had less favorable attitudes about the products and
 
advertisements vdien the actors were Black versus Anglo. The authors concluded that
 
young Anglos were more accepting ofethnic actors than older Anglos. The
 
researchers suggested that such fmdings may cross over to other ethnic minorities and
 
should be taken into consideration in developing advertisements.
 
Pollay, Lee,and Carter-Whitney(1992)investigated the practice ofracial
 
segmentation in cigarette advertising from 1950 - 1965 and concluded that as far back
 
as 1950 Black consumers were being advertised to in a frilly segregated manner.
 
Today there are many crossover advertisements(spokespeople ofone race selling to
 
consumers ofanother race); however this practice may not be effective based on the
 
recent fmdings that consumers tend to favor advertisements containing models of
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similar race to themselves(Whittler&DiMeo, 1991).
 
In analyzing differences in perception towards the model and intention to
 
purchase, marketers should be sensitive to the cultural norms and taboos that drive
 
ethnic differences, particularly in advertising. Webster(1991)investigated the
 
influence ofculture regarding attitudes toward advertising among Anglos, Spanish-

speaking Hispanics, and English-speaking Hispanics. Results showed that identifying
 
with a subculture significantly affected attitudes toward advertising. Findings also
 
indicated that Spanish-speaking Hispanics had the most favorable attitudes toward
 
advertising in general, followed by English-speaking Hispanics, and then Anglos.
 
When compared with Anglos, Spanish-speaking Hispanics had more positive attitudes
 
toward marketing in general and were more satisfied with the advertising and
 
conditions at stores where produets were purchased. Such findings indicated that
 
attitudes toward marketing practices varied greatly between Anglos, Spanish-speaking
 
Hispanics, and English-speaking Hispanics. Furthermore,these differences could be
 
seen even after social class and income effects were controlled. Webster(1991)
 
suggested that different marketing strategies should be targeted toward the distinet
 
segments including separate broadcast media, advertising themes, and distribution
 
policies.
 
Although cultural differences have been shown to affect attitudes toward the
 
model in advertisements(Durvasula et al., 1993; Webster, 1991), Revlon believed that
 
a single model can project a universal image ofbeauty in a global context(Schroeder,
 
1986). For example, Revlon believed models need not be ofsimilar ethnic
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background to the consumer to convey the image ofbeauty. Supporting this notion of
 
universal appeal, Miller(1992)stated that essentially, European women have similar
 
views on work,relationships and advertising, and thus models exemplifying different
 
values are not necessary when communicating in the European market.
 
Direct Response Adveitisii^ and Etfanic Maiketii^
 
"Hie function ofdirect response advertising(DRA)in an overall marketing
 
strategy [is to] offer products or services directly to customers,in many ways,
 
bypassing retailers"(Russell&Lane, 1990, p. 335). DRA is used to reach customers
 
that for vliatever reason, cannot be engaged throu^ normal sales channels(e.g., retail
 
stores). We are in a time impoverished society and customers have limited time to
 
shop; hence direct response advertising can effectively target diese and other
 
consumers that are not reached by mainstream marketing efforts. Gordon(1994)listed
 
the time-saving nature ofcatalog sales, the proliferation ofcredit cards in die 1980s,
 
and the proven reliability ofthe direct marketers as reasons for the current and
 
continued prosperity ofthe indushy.
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In addition to satisfying short term goals such as sales, direct response
 
advertising is a good stategy when measuring advertising effectiveness(Aaker, Batra,
 
&Myers, 1992; Goeme, 1992). Until recently, die immediate goals ofsales via direct
 
response advertisements were drought to be at odds with the long range goals ofimage
 
advertising and relationship building. Rapp and Collins(1990)suggested that
 
marketers employ up-front direct response advertisements in conjunction with back­
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end relationship building. In their book The Great Marketing Turnaround. Rapp and
 
Collins(1990)state:
 
Today die path from the prospect's need to the purchase and repurchase of
 
the product is often longer than the 30 seconds ofmind-blowing images on
 
the small screen.... It is ajoumey from the first contact, established by the
 
prospect's response to the advertising, to the step-by-step building ofthe
 
confidence ofthe respondent in the advertised product or service, vdiether
 
in one long communication or a series ofcommunications.
 
Similarly, Peltier, Mueller, and Rosen(1992)also called for an integrated
 
approach to marketing. They believe that incorporating both image and direct
 
response advertising into an advertising strategy can be more effective than either one
 
individually.
 
Market segments that have been virtually ignored can benefit from an
 
integrated approach to marketing. Companies,who are always looking for new
 
customers, arejust beginning to realize the importance ofreaching this growing ethnic
 
population domestically, and are searching for ways to tap into these lucrative markets.
 
According to Fisher(1991), ads such as ftiose for Estee Lauder's "All Skins" makeup
 
line are an indication that large companies are now marketing to the rapidly growing
 
ethnic population. Also, many large multinational companies(e.g., Pillsbury, Procter
 
&Gamble,Gerber Products Co., and Colgate-Pomolive Co.)are using their
 
international presence to retain ethnic groups as they immigrate to the U.S.. However,
 
Levin(1994)pointed out that direct marketers arejust beginning to target minorities
 
and that the Hispanic market is largely untapped. Further,Kem-Foxworth(1991)
 
believed that many consumers are not being reached.
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According to the 1990 U.S. Census,the U.S. ethnic population grew faster
 
than the Anglo population(Fisher, 1991). Minorities are ejq)ected to account for one
 
in every three people in the U.S.by the year 2000(Francese, 1991). Asians' grew
 
faster than any other ethnic group, increasing their numbers by 80 percent during the
 
1980s,surpassing the 39 percent growth ofdie Hispanic population and the 14 percent
 
increase in the Black population(O'Hare, 1990). An integrated communication
 
strategy containing direct response image based advertising could be effective in
 
reaching these rapidly growing markets and increasing sales.
 
Unfortunately, reaching the multicultural market at home is not easy. For this
 
purpose an integrated approach to marketing can be useful, yet marketers must be
 
cognizant ofcultural differences that abound. Just targeting broad groups, such as
 
Hispanics or Asians,could result in a marketing fiasco. Fost(1990)warned that
 
Asians should be segmented by nationality and not targeted as a single group.
 
However,Hazel(1992)pointed out that marketing to the number ofgroups that make
 
up the Asian market can be next to in^ssible. Similarly, Santoro(1991)concluded
 
that the greatest problem oftargeting Hispanics is that they too are not a single group.
 
Furthermore, Williams and Quails(1989)examined the intensity ofethnic
 
identification in middle-class Black consumers and found no relationship between
 
affluence and a loss ofcultural identification, and cautioned researchers ofmistaking
 
Blacks for a homogeneous group. Along with the many opportunities that ethnic
 
markets provide, many pitfalls are possible.
 
Marketers must become sensitive to die fact that a multiethnic society implies
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the presence ofmany cultures, each with its own lifestyle, values, attitudes, and beliefs
 
diat distinguish them from one another. Therefore it becomes important to consider
 
these differences when establishing business relationships. In fact Snyder(1991)
 
claimed that people who develop relationships with customos will have die advantage
 
over diose who tiiink diversity has no effect on the sales process. When commenting
 
about the Asian market,Yu(Post, 1990, p. 39)said,"This is a very complex market
 
to reach. Capturing the market requires long-term effort. But once you get diem,you
 
getthem for life." Similarly^ Hispanics have been shown to be veiy brand loyal
 
(Levin, 1994; Santoro, 1991). Hence,the relationship building potential ofdirect
 
response advertising could serve as an effective communication strategy to reach these
 
markets.
 
Conpanies wanting to target selected minorities in the U.S. may take their cue
 
from international marketers. Based on the Direct Mail Sales Bureau's survey.Direct
 
Marketingfor1992, MacGinty(1990)forecasted that in spite ofthe unification ofthe
 
European market,there would still be vast cultural differences in lifestyles, purchasing
 
habits, and the way direct response advafising is practiced. Stewart(1994)surmised
 
that cultural differences reading Europe's toiletries and cosmetics markets are evident
 
in all areas ofthe marketing mix;the models in ads are ofmore average beauty than
 
in U.S. advertising, positioning and packaging vary by country, and the products sold
 
vary dramatically. Although there are not many products aimed at ethnic populations
 
in Europe,the numbers are increasing and Stewart suggests that before entering the
 
European market it is important to understand its quirks.
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The review ofthe literature revealed many questions for investigation. The
 
structure ofbeliefs about advertising in general needed to be replicated on a ethnic
 
sample to determine ifethnic background impacts peoples' perceptions ofadvertising.
 
The attitudes towards direct response advertising needed to be examined among ethnic
 
consumes to determine ifpeople view this form ofadvertising differently. The
 
frequency ofresponse to direct response advertising needed to be investigated among
 
people ofdiffering ethnic backgrounds. The current study attempted to determine the
 
beliefs that make up attitudes toward advertising, the effects ofethnicity on attitudes
 
toward advertising and attitudes toward direct response advertising, and the use of
 
direct response advertising targeted toward ethnic groups in the increasingly
 
multicultural U.S. market. /
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H^theses
 
The following hypotheses are presented based on the review ofthe literature
 
and the objectives Ofthe study. Hypotheses one,two and six are stated as the null,
 
due to die paucity ofstudies in the literature. See Table 1 for a comparison of
 
objectives and hypotheses.
 
Hi: 	 There will be no differences among ethnic groups regarding attitudes
 
toward advertising in general.
 
H2: 	 There will be no difference in the past direct response purchase
 
behavior ofselected edinic groups.
 
H3: 	 Intention to purchase from a direct response ad will be positively related
 
to attitudes toward advertismg in general.
 
Hi: 	 Intention to purchase from a direct response advertisement will be
 
positively related to the source perceptions ofthe advertisement.
 
H5: 	 Intention to purchase from direct response advertisements will be
 
positively related with attitudes toward direct response advertising.
 
Hg: 	 There will be no difference in intention to purchase from direct
 
response advertisements by the selected ethnic groups.
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RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
 
Population and San^e
 
The research focused on ethnic differences regarding direct response
 
advertising. The Southern California area provides an ideal geographic location from
 
which to draw a sample with differing ettinic backgrounds. Hie current study focused
 
on the Black, Hispanic, and Asian populations as they are among die fastest growing
 
segments ofAmerican society(Fisher, 1991). An Anglo(non-Hispanic)sample was
 
also obtained for the purpose ofmaking comparisons. An English speaking
 
convenience sample of142 women and 75 men from tiie selected ethnic groups were
 
solicited from a western university and were offered extra-credit for their participation.
 
Each ofthe selected ethnic groups was adequately represented in the study(Anglos,
 
99;Asians, 53; Hispanics,49), with the exception ofBlacks,numbering only 16.
 
Eight subjects, not used in the analyses, marked an "other" category. Regarding the
 
sample's characteristics, incomes were normally distributed and subjects ranged in age
 
from 18 to 54 years old, with 90%under the age of35. See Table2for an ethnic
 
group demographic comparison.
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MeasurementInstnmient
 
The research instrument contained scales in the following order(See Appendix A):
 
1) Attitudes Toward Advertising(Pollay&Mttal, 1993)
 
2) Past Direct Response Buying Behavior
 
3) Attitudes Toward Direct Response Marketing(Akhter&Durvasula, 1991)
 
4) Demographics(e.g., sex, ethnic background, education, age)
 
5) Attitudes Toward the Ad - Intention to Purchase(Weigold,Flusser,&
 
Ferguson, 1992)
 
To measure attitudes toward advertising, the researcher used the instrument
 
designed by Pollay and Mttal(1993). The instrument includes 33 items to be
 
answered on a five-point Likert scale, ranging fi"om 1 'Strongly Disagree" to 5
 
"Strongly Agree". The instrument is designed to use 24 items to measure seven
 
constructs: three personal outcomes and four societal effects ofadvertising. The
 
other nine items consisted ofthe Bauer-Greyser(1968)instrument and two other
 
extraneous items, none ofwhich were used in the present study because they were
 
found to be redundant with the scale ofPollay and Mttal(1993). The personal uses
 
ofadvertising, as defined by Pollay and Mttal(1993), were: 1)ProductInformation,
 
2)Socid Role andImage,and 3)Hedonic/Plecsure. The societal effects ofadvertising
 
were: 1)Goodfor the Economy,2)Materidism,3)Corrupts Vdues and,4)
 
Fdsity/Nonsense. A factor analysis ofthese dimensions showed that the personal
 
factors and Good for the Economy all emerged as separate factors while the other
 
three Societal factors emerged as a single factor, distinct from the others. The
 
consfructs that frie instrument was originally intended to measure and the items that
 
were hypothesized to belong to each are listed in Table 3. The instrument was kept
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intact for the purpose ofreplication; however the factor structure was altered to reflect
 
the findings ofPollay and Mttal(1993)(See Figure 2).
 
The second part ofthe insfiument questioned subjects' past direct response
 
purchase behavior and their attitudes toward direct response advertising. First,
 
subjects were asked about the length oftime since last purchasing a product fi*om a
 
direct response advertisement. Subjects chose between six categories: 0-3 months,
 
over 3 months to6 months, over6 months to 12 months, over 12 months to 24
 
months,over 24 months,and never having purchased fi:om a direct response
 
advertisement. A second question asked the total number ofdirect response purchases
 
made in the past year.
 
The next section ofthe instrument contained a six point semantic difTa-ential
 
scale concerning subjects' opinions about direct response shopping. Subjects were
 
asked to indicate their opinions about direct response shopping regarding the following
 
adjective pairs: pleasant-unpleasant; difficult-easy; risky-safe; inexpensive-expensive;
 
poor value-good value. In addition, a modification ofthe instrument developed by
 
Akhter and Durvasula(1991),was used to assess attitudes toward direct response
 
purchasing. For this purpose a five-point Likert scale was used where 1 represented
 
"strongly disagree" and 5 represented "strongly agree." Statements solicited attitudes
 
regarding direct response shopping experiences,such as ease ofpurchase, risk
 
involved in this type ofpurchase,the quality ofdie products offered for sale, and the
 
retum policies ofcompanies that offer these types ofproducts.
 
The third part ofthe survey sought demographic information. Based on the
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literature review questions regarding gender, etiinic background, level ofeducation,
 
family income,and age were included. Ordinal income and age categories were used
 
instead ofcontinuous measures due to the sensitivity ofthe information.
 
The final part ofthe instrument measured subjects' perceptions ofthree direct
 
response advertisements including intention to purchase the products in the ads. These
 
perceptions, known as source perceptions, were measures ofinterest about the
 
advertisements and interest in the products themselves. Althou^ researchers have
 
noted numerous types ofsource perceptions to affect advatising(e.g., trustworthiness,
 
prestige, credibility), this instrument was designed to measure constructs similar to
 
those used by Weigold,Flusser, and Ferguson(1992). After viewing each
 
advertisement, subjects were asked to answer nine questions concerning five areas of
 
the purchase experience: 1)the brand's value,2)the brand's attractiveness, 3)the
 
riskiness ofmaking the purchase,4)the quality ofdie brand, and 5)their opinion of
 
the advertisement itself. Five six-point semantic differential scales asked subjects to
 
indicate their opinions about buying the product in the ad by responding to the
 
following adjective pairs: poor value - good value; attractive-unattractive; risky-safe;
 
good quality-poor quality;unsatisfactory-satisfactory. Additionally,four five-point
 
Likert scales(ranging fi-om 1 "strongly disagree" to 5"stongly agree")were then used
 
to determine the subjects' opinions about the advertisements. Lastly,the participants
 
indicated their interest in the product, previous product knowledge,and purchase intent
 
for the advertised product by answering six questions on a five-point Likert scale
 
similar to the one described above.
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Reli(d)Uity oftheImtnmienL Because much ofthe instrument was newly created, it
 
was inperative to examine the reliability ofeach ofits parts. For this purpose
 
Cronbach's alpha was used to test all possible splits ofeach part ofthe instrument.
 
For questions 1-33(the instrument ofPollay&Mttal, 1993)the alpha=.75.
 
Questions 41-49 relating to attitudes toward direct response advertising were even
 
better, alpha-.85. Finally each set ofquestions concerning the three advertisements
 
used in the study(AD 1,AD 2,and AD 3)were tested separately and showed high
 
reliabilities, alpha AD 1 =.90, alpha AD2=.91, and alpha AD3=.91.
 
Advertisement. Direct response advertisements ofselect products were utilized as
 
the stimuli. In a manner described by Bush et al.(1993), magazine ads were
 
operationalized as direct response ads ifdiey metthe following three criteria: 1)the
 
ads must make a definite offer,2)they must provide enough information to make a
 
decision, and 3)they must provide specific instructions as how to respond.
 
Three magazine advertisements were selected that offered products directly for
 
sale to the participants. The ads were general enou^to appeal to both men and
 
women in a broad age range. The first advertisement(AD 1)offered membership in a
 
music buying service selling compact discs. The advertisement asked consumers to
 
use information provided on the page to fill out a detachable post card and send it in.
 
The subject ofthe second ad(AD2)was a pair ofsunglasses. The advertisement
 
offered the product for sale via a toll fi-ee, 1-800 number. The ad asked the reader to
 
call either for more information or to fmd out where they could purchase the product.
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The third ad(AD 3)offered specialty bank checks ofvarious designs directly to the
 
consumer tihrou^ bodi a detachable coupon and a toll free 1-800 number.
 
The order ofadvertisement presentation(carryover effects)was controlled
 
using a counterbalancing procedure described in Bordens and Abbott(1991).
 
Advertisements were presented in six possible advertisement combinations(A-F)
 
representing all possible product orderings and is illustrated in Table 4. A multivariate
 
analysis ofvariance determined that no presentation order group differences existed on
 
intention to purchase from any ofthe three advotisements(p <.05). This indicated
 
that the counterbalancing procedure had the desired effect ofcontrolling for
 
presentation order effects.
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RESULTS
 
The Dimensions ofAttitudes Towaid Adveitisii^ in General
 
To reduce tiie number ofitems in the scale for further analysis and to test the
 
factor structure of the attitudes toward advertising in general construct found by
 
Pollay and Mttal(1993),a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted using a
 
structural equation analysis. Five sets ofbeliefs were hypothesized to exist that
 
contributed to overall attitude towards advertising in general. The five factors and
 
their mean composite scores were: Information, 3.44;Socid Role andImc^e,2.63;
 
Amiisement/Entertdnment, 3.36; Goodforthe Economy,3.46; zcadL Negative Attitudes
 
Towcrds Advertising, 2.99. The paths for each ofthe 21 items specifically
 
representing the five factors found by Pollay and Mttal(1993)were specified apiiori
 
and the final model is presented in Figure 2. An initial run to determine start values,
 
produced a nonsignificant Comparative Fit Index(CFI)of.767,p <.05. A Wald test
 
was used to determine additional paths that would aid the overall fit ofthe model.
 
Along with allowing several measurement errors to covary,the fit ofthe model was
 
increased by allowing two ofdie survey items to crossload onto factors other than
 
Ihose originally specified. The final EQS program is presented in Appendix C. Items
 
18 and 25,hypotiiesized to load on die Negative Attitudes factor, were allowed to
 
crossload on the Information factor and Amusement/Entertamment factor, respectively.
 
The new model(presented in Table 5)converged in six iterations and produced a
 
relatively good fit widi a CFI=.916,and 275.75, df= 171,p <.001. (Fit
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indices are shown in Table6(See Byrne, 1994 for a discussion on the interpretation of
 
structural equation models). The standardized solution and final factor loadings are
 
shown in Table7for each oftiie 21 items on the Pollay and Mttal(1993)scale.
 
Hypotheses
 
There will be no differences between ethnic groips regarding attitudes toward
 
advertising in general.
 
A multivariate analysis ofvariance(MANOVA)was used to examine the
 
scores for each ethnic group on the five factors representing attitudes toward
 
advertising in general. For each ofthe five beliefcategories ofadvatising in general,
 
a conposite score was computed fi'om Ihe items 1hat made up each factor. These
 
scores were tiien compared across the groups(note: Blacks were excluded firom this
 
analysis due to the small sanple obtained). The MANOVA showed overall
 
significance, F(10,388)=2.20,p <.017. Further univariate F tests(presented in
 
Table 8)revealed significant differences between groups on only fiie Social Role&
 
Image factor. For die Social Role&Image factor the only significant difference was
 
between the Anglo group and die Asian group,t(150)=3.71,p <.001. The mean
 
composite scores for each group on each ofdie five factors ofattitudes towards
 
advertising in general are presented in Table 9.
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There will be no difference in thepast direct response purchase behaviorof
 
selected ethnic grotps.
 
Differences oftiie ethnic groups' past direct response purchase behavior was
 
investigated using two separate Chi-Square analyses. Chi-square was chosen for these
 
analyses due to the ordinal nature ofthe variables being investigated(ethnic group,
 
and category oftime since last direct response purchase). The first analysis examined
 
file length oftime since die last direct response purchase was made. Each ofdie
 
selected ethnic groups was compared on four categories,(0-3 months,over 3 to 12
 
months, 12+months,and never having purchased fi"om a direct response
 
advertisement)and the number ofrespondents in each category are presented in Table
 
10. Ibe six original categories on the questionnaire were collaps^ into four in order
 
to more closely fulfill die assunption ofa having a niiiiimum offive observations
 
per cell(note: Blacks were excluded fi^ om this analysis due to the small sample
 
obtained). The analysis was notfound to be significant(p <.05). However,it is
 
interesting to note that more than 84%ofthe respondents had made a direct response
 
purchase at sometime in die past, and over67%had made a direct response purchase
 
within die past 12 months.
 
A second Chi-Square examined ethnic differences regarding die number of
 
purchases made from direct response advertisemoits in the past year. Again the
 
categories were collapsed into four categories,(non shoppers,1-3 purchases,4-6
 
purchases, and7+purchases), and the respondents in each category are shovm in
 
Table 11. Analysis revealed no significant differences between the selected ethnic
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groups regarding the average number ofdirect response purchases made in the last 12
 
months(p <.05).
 
Intention topwvhasefrom a direct response advertisement will bepositively
 
relcded to Mitiuks toward advertising in general
 
The five composite scores(used to test Hi)representing AG were correlated
 
with intention to purchase from each ofthe three direct response advertisements.
 
Using Pearson's bivariate correlation the Information and Good for the Economy
 
factors were not significantly correlated with the purchase intent ofany ofthe three
 
advertisements shown to the participants(p <.05). The Social Role and Image factor
 
was positively correlated with the purchase intent ofAD2and AD 3,r=.158,p <
 
.05 and r=.175,p <.05,respectively(Table 12). The Amusement/Entertainment
 
factor was positively correlated wifri AD 3,r=.158,p <.05. In other words,when
 
Ihe subjects viewed advertising as entertaining or providing selfreferencing
 
information,they were more likely to purchase the product. The Negative Attitude
 
factor was negatively related to the purchase intent ofAD 1,r=-.215, p <.001. For
 
AD 1 this indicates that as the role ofadvertising is viewed as more negative,
 
purchase intent decreases. The Social Role and Image factor and the
 
Amusement/Entertainment factor were not significantly related to the purchase intent
 
ofAD 1,the Amusement/Entertainment factor was not significantly related to the
 
purchase intent ofAD 2,and the Ne^tive Attitude factor was not significantly related
 
to the purchase intent ofAD2or AD 3,(p <.05 for all).
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H,: Intention topurchasefrom a direct response advertisement will bepositively
 
related to the sourceperceptions ofthe advertisement.
 
The source perceptions ofthe advertisements were divided into three composite
 
scores: 1)knowledge or interest in die product,2)attitude about the product, and 3)
 
attitude about the advertisement. The source perception scores for each advertisement
 
were then correlated with die participant's purchase intent for each product using a
 
bivariate correlation. Results showed that die three source perceptions were positively
 
correlated with the respective purchase intentions for eaeh advertisement, at p <.001
 
(Table 13). This shows that as die source perceptions arejudged more favorable,
 
purchase intention increases. It is interesting to note that the attitude toward each
 
advertisement was highly correlated to the attitude toward the product that was
 
advertised,r=.684,r-.684,r=.669 for advertisements one,two,and three
 
respectively(p <.001).
 
Intention topurchasefrom direct response advertisements will bepositively
 
correlated with attitudes toward direct response advertising.
 
Using a bivariate correlation,the composite variable attitudes toward direct
 
response advertising was correlated with the purchase intent ofeach ofthe study's
 
three advertisements. Attitudes tow^d direct response advertising was significantly
 
correlated with the purchase intent ofthe compact disc club memba:ship(r= .15,p
 
<05),and the sunglasses(r=.17,p <.01). In other words,the more favorably
 
subjects viewed direct response advertising, the more likely they were to purchase
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from ADs 1 and 2. However, direct response advertising was not significantly related
 
to the purchase intent ofthe checks(r=.06, p>.05). Therefore the results are
 
somewhat mixed.
 
Et: There will be no difference in intention topurchasefrom direct response
 
advertisements by the selected ethnic groups.
 
The purchase intentions ofthe selected ethnic groups were examined for each
 
ofthe three direct response products. A MANOVA showed a significant difference
 
between ethnic groups, F(6,390)=2.16,p <.05. Further univariate F tests shown in
 
Table 14 revealed significant group differences for only the first direct response
 
advertisement. For AD 1 the only groups to have a significant difference in purchase
 
intent were the Anglo group and the Asian group,t(150)=2.43,p <.05. The mean
 
purchase intention scores for each ethnic group for each ofthe direct response
 
advertisements are presented in Table 15.
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DISCUSSIONfAND MPUCAHONS
 
The current study sought to replicate past findings regarding beliefs about
 
advertising, examine indicators ofpurchase intentions, and determine ethnic
 
differences concerning direct response advertising. The first part ofthe study involved
 
die replication ofthe Pollay and Mttal model(1993)in which five factors were shown
 
to explain attitudes towards advertising in general. Secondly the study investigated the
 
relationships between attitudes about advertising in general, attitudes about direct
 
response advertising, past direct response purchase behavior, source perceptions ofthe
 
advertisements, and their effect on intention to purchase from a direct response ad.
 
Lastly, ethnic differences regarding each ofdie above wa« ex^nined.
 
BeliefsAboutAdvertising in Generd. Using EQS,beliefs about advertising were
 
shown to fall into the five categories defined by Pollay and Mttal(1993): 1)
 
Information,2)Social Role and Image,3)Hedonic/Pleasure(Amusement/
 
Entertainment),4)Good For the Economy,and 5)Negative Attitudes Toward
 
Advertising. In accordance with Pollay and Mttal,the hypothesized model was found
 
to fit the data. Ofthe five factors, both the Information factor and the Social Role and
 
Image factor concerned advertising's ability to communicate to the population in
 
general. The role ofadvertising as an information resource was generally considered
 
positive, with the average respondent agreeing with statements such as,"Advertising is
 
a valuable source ofinformation about local sales" and "Advertising helps me know
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which products will or will not reflect the sort ofperson I am." Advertising was also
 
seen as Good for the Economy and Amusing or Entertaining. Similar to Pollay and
 
Mttal,an overall Negative Attitude about Advertising factor was also found. It was
 
comprised ofissues such as advertising's ability to influence people to buy things they
 
do not need, advertising's ability to mislead the consumer,and advertising's ability to
 
influence the values ofsociety in a negative way. These findings are congruent with
 
past research on the attitudes toward advertising in general(AG)construct. Although
 
the current study found data fiiat could be classified into the institutional and
 
instrumental dimensions found by Bauer and Greyser(1968)and Andrews(1989),the
 
data was more thoroughly explained by the model ofPollay and Mttal(1993). This
 
indicates that AG is more complex than previously thought and now gives advertising
 
professionals greater insight into the consumers' views ofthe general effects of
 
advertising. Based on the above fmdings it appears that the factors ofPollay and
 
Mttal that made up AG were present in the current multiethnic sanple,thereby
 
increasing the generalizability ofthe model to the represented ethnic groups.
 
Ihdicatois ofPurchase Intent
 
Attitudes TowmdAdvertising in Genend. Purchase intention ofdirect response
 
products was found to be positively related to Ihree ofthe five factors that make up
 
attitudes about advertising in general. Advertising concerning social role and image
 
information, advertising that is amusing or entertaining, and advertising tiiat is not
 
perceived as a negative use ofadvertising (i.e., being misleading or condescending)
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were each found to be positively related to purchase intent. The Information and
 
Good for the Economy factors were not significantly related to purchase intent.
 
These findings are indicative ofthe messages vdiich grab the consumers' attention.
 
Sknilar to the findings ofBush,Bush and Nitse(1993)the messages that directly
 
inqjacted the consumer(such as social role and image information and others that
 
elicited a positive emotional response), and messages that help consumers form
 
positive attitudes toward the products and brands were most likely to have influence
 
on purchase intention. Further, ads that were not perceived as misleading were also
 
found to have a positive affect on purchase intention. Similarly, Alditer and Durvasula
 
(1991)found that reducing the perceived risks ofmaking purchases can increase
 
purchase intention. Although three ofthe five factors were associated with purchase
 
intent, the correlations were fairly small. This indicated that the effects ofAG may be
 
moderated by other variables (e.g., attitude toward direct response advertising and
 
attitude toward tiie ad), diat are more closely associated with the final purchase
 
intention.
 
Attitudes TowatdDirectResponse Advertisir^. Attitudes toward direct response
 
advertising were found to be somewhat related to the purchase intent ofAD 1, but not
 
for AD2and AD 3. As with attitudes toward advertising in general, attitudes toward
 
direct response advertising were only slightly correlated with purchase intent. These
 
fmdings,althou^ interesting, do not clarify the effects ofglobal attitudes toward
 
direct response advertising on purchase intention. Perhaps attitudes toward direct
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response advertising are notas great aninfluence onpurchase intent as are the
 
attitudes towardthe ad,such asthose examined by Alditer and Durvasula(1991),
 
James andKover(1992),Gordon(1994),and Weigold,Flusser,and Ferguson(1992).
 
AdvertisementSourcePerc^tions. Thesource perceptions ofthe advertisements were
 
foundto bethe best indicators ofpurchase intent. Knowledgeofthe product,attitudes
 
towardthe product,and attitudes towardthe ad were all highly correlated to purchase
 
intentfor all ofthe ads. Thesefindings are in accordance witiithe literature
 
concerning attitudes toward directresponse advertisements(Akhter&Durvasula, 1991;
 
James&Kover,1992;Gordon,1994;and Weigold,Flusser,&Ferguson,1992). The
 
greater the likability ofthe ads,the morelikely the subject wasto purchasethe
 
product. However,as with manyofthe previous studiesfiiis analysis was
 
correlational in nature,and it wasnotpossibleto determine causality ofthe variables.
 
Didthe source percq)tions ofthe advertisement affect purchase intention, or did
 
purchase intent affect the source perceptions ofthe advertisement? Weigold,Flusser,
 
and Ferguson(1992)using ads with similar layoutsfound differing source perceptions,
 
leadingthemto concludethat it is not that causes brand likability, butrather the
 
other wayaround. In either case it is importantforthe advertising professional to
 
understand that sales are directly linked totheconsumer having positive attitudes
 
towardthe productsfiiey sell, andthatthese source perceptions notonly play arole in
 
creating and/or maintaining positive attitudes aboutthe productsthemselves,butalso
 
influence subsequentperceptions ofthe brand(Bush,Bush&Nitse, 1993).
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Effanic DifTeiences
 
Attitudes TowardAdvettising in GenetaL Ethnic differences regarding attitudes
 
toward advertising in general were found amonjg the Social Role and Image factor.
 
The Asian and White subgroups were found to have different opinions regarding
 
advertising's role in providing social role and image information. Asians more
 
strongly agreed with statements such as,"Advertising helps me know which products
 
will or will not reflect the sort ofperson I am"than Anglos. There were no
 
differences reading the Information, Amusement/Entertainment, Good for the
 
Economy,and Negative Attitudes About Advertising factors, among any ofthe ethnic
 
groups. These findings only partially support the conclusion ofDurvasula, Andrews,
 
Lysonski, and Netemeyer(1993)that different cultures generally view the functions of
 
advertising in a similar manner. Durvasula, et al. examined cultural differences across
 
national boundaries; however the current study examined iotra-national ethnic
 
comparisons that did show variability. Further, Webster(1991)investigated the effects
 
ofidentification with a subculture and concluded that differences toward advertising
 
practices varied greatly, even within subgroups at different levels ofacculturation (i.e.,
 
the degree ofidentification with an ethnic group or culture). Therefore, it appears that
 
ethnic identification within a heterogeneous population can influence the way
 
subgroups view advertising's role in society, and that view can be different firom the
 
mainsffeam. Ifmarketers wish to reach an increasingly diverse population, they must
 
understand the view ofadvertising held by the group they wish to target, or their
 
message may fall on deafears.
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PestDirectRespomePurchase Behavior. Researchers have pointed to burgeoning
 
ethnic markets as untapped resources for the advertising industry(Kem Fox-Worth,
 
1991; Levin, 1994). Therefore, die current study attempted to determine the degree to
 
which ethnic subgroups currently make direct response purchases. Ethnic differences
 
were notfound to exist regarding past direct response shopping behavior. However,
 
given that the current investi^tion involved a student sample with relatively
 
homogeneous socio-economic levels, a measure ofcultural identification(such as the
 
measure ofacculturation used by Williams&Quails, 1989)may be a better indicator
 
ofdistinct target groups than ethnic background.
 
Intention to Purchase From aDirectRespomeAdvertisemenL Aldiou^ ethnic
 
differmces were notfound regarding past direct response purchase behavior, ethnic
 
differences were discovered regarding intention to purchase fi-om a direct response
 
advertisement. This is interesting because it reinforces the conclusion ofmany
 
researchers(Fisher, 1991;Kem Fox-Worth, 1991; Levin, 1994; MacGinty, 1990;
 
O'Hare, 1990; Santoro, 1991; and Stewart, 1994),that varied marketing strategies are
 
necessary to fully reach an increasingly diverse market. Atthis point,the reason for
 
these differences is unclear. Although we have seen the influence ofAG,attitudes
 
toward direct response advertising, and on intention to purchase, it remains to be
 
seen ifmembers ofthe different ethnic groups Or people at different levels of
 
acculturation have the same concerns about making direct response purchases.
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Conclusions and Rituie Reseaich
 
The merits ofdirect response advertising's ability to reach ethnic markets have
 
long been touted in numerous articles and studies; however what is not known is how
 
these groups respond to the messages tiiey receive. The current study was an attempt
 
to better understand the impact ofethnicity on the effectiveness ofdirect response
 
advertising to make a sale. In this regard the current study was exploratory in nature
 
raising more questions tiian it answered. The merit ofthis type ofresearch is that it
 
begins the understanding process and lays the foundation on which knowledge gained
 
in future studies can be placed. Direct response advertising is growing in popularity
 
as a marketing tool, and with the proliferation ofnew technologies such as fiber optics
 
and the development ofthe information super highway shopping fi*om the home will
 
continue becoming easier and easier. As companies leam data base management and
 
develop and grow their own lists, their capabilities to reach tightly defmed markets
 
will also increase. No longer will niche products be promoted to an broad
 
uninterested audience,rather advertising dollars will be targeted at"hot prospects"
 
where they can get a much hi^er rate ofretum.
 
Ethnic groups already seem to be very active as direct response shoppers, and
 
although differences in attitudes toward advertising were noted,the effect these
 
differences have on purchase intentions are relatively minuscule. Looking at the
 
findings in the literature and the current study one may be under the impression that
 
direct response advertising is the answer to unlocking ethnic markets. Webster(1991)
 
wamed that marketers need to be aware ofthe norms and taboos that drive ethnic
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differences and others have suggested that edinic groups need to be targeted separately
 
by nationality(Post, 1990;H^l,1992; and Santoro, 1991). However,we arejust
 
beginning to examine Ihese very complex markets,and therefore must be cautious in
 
making any broad generalizations about the findings.
 
To successfully market to an ethnic audience advertising professionals must not
 
only find a medium to reach die target group and be aware ofcultural norms,but also
 
have to educate potential customers as to the benefits ofshopping fi-om home. This
 
can be done by demonstrating die quality ofdie products,showing customers that they
 
can save time and money,and reducing the risk involved. Providing trials,
 
guaranteeing returns, and other measures taken to develop the good will ofthe
 
consumer towards the product, advertising and company,may positively ^ ectfuture
 
purchase considerations, and therefore must be developed in die target market.
 
The above suggestions were syndiesizied fi:om the literature on targeting ethnic
 
groups and the findings ofthe current study. However more research is needed to
 
further investi^te edinic differences regarding direct response advertising in several
 
areas. Future topics ofresearch should determine die causality ofthe relationship
 
between attitudes toward the ad and attitudes toward the product. Also, ethnic group
 
differences should be examined regarding: 1)the number ofdirect response purchase
 
opportunities;2)past direct response purchase behavior in a larger more representative
 
sample;3)preferences for receiving and responding to direct response offers;4)
 
source perceptions(e.g., risk, brand attractiveness, brand value, and model
 
identification); and,5)levels ofacculturation on all ofthe above.
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Advertising trends shonld be investigated to determine the degree to vdiich
 
different groups have access to direct response purchase opportunities. It should be
 
determined if different ethnic groups are ejqx)sed to similar numbers ofdirect response
 
offers. Past direct response purchase behavior should be investigated in ethnic
 
samples that are more representative ofthe respective populations to better determine
 
the extent to which the current findings can be generalized. Also, differences between
 
ethnic groups need to be examined regarding response channel preferences. Do
 
customers prefer to respond to direct response offers throng magazine coupons,
 
catalogs, home shopping clubs, or unsolicited telephone calls fi-om company
 
representatives? As indicated by the current study, source percqjtions are the most
 
important topic for future research. Considering the related nature ofsource
 
perceptions and purchase intentions, understanding the differences between ethnic
 
groups perceptions ofdirect response advertisements are imperative to successfully
 
targeting these markets. Do differences exist regarding what consumes consider when
 
making a direct response purchase?(e.g., risk, brand attractiveness, brand value,how
 
well the consumer identifies with the model.) One last area that may be important to
 
effectively target ethnic groups in the United States is the issue ofacculturation.
 
Determining levels ofacculturation could help to defme subgroups within an efiinic
 
group that have similar ejqjeriences and opinions regarding direct response advertising.
 
Ifthis is file case, acculturation may have wide ranging implications concerning target
 
group identification and should be examined in any future study ofethnic group
 
differences and direct response advertising.
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TaMe 1.
 
Summaiy ofObjectives,H^^theses,and Analyses.
 
Objectives Hypotheses Analyses
 
1. Determine the factor structure of
 
attitudes toward advertising among
 
selected ethnic groups,
 
2. Determine ifdifference exist
 
among selected ethnic groups
 
regarding attitudes toward
 
advertising,
 
3. Determine previous direct
 
response purchasing experience
 
among selected ethnic groups,
 
4. Determine the relationship
 
between attitudes toward advertising
 
and intention to purchase,
 
5. Determine the relationship
 
between intention to purchase from
 
a direct response advertisement and
 
the source perceptions ofthe
 
advertisement,
 
6. Determine the relationship
 
between intention to purchase from
 
a direct response advertisement and
 
previous direct response experience,
 
7. Determine differences among
 
selected ethnic groups regarding
 
intention to purchase from direct
 
response advertisements,
 
Hi! There will be no differences
 
among ethnic groups regarding
 
attitudes toward advertising in
 
general.
 
H2: There will be no difference in
 
the past direct response purchase
 
behavior ofthe selected ethnic
 
groups.
 
H3: Intention to purchase will be
 
positively related to the positive
 
attitudes toward advertising in
 
general.
 
H4: Intention to purchase will be
 
positively related to the source
 
perceptions ofthe advertisement.
 
H5: Intention to purchase from
 
direct response advertisements will
 
be positively related with attitudes
 
about direct response advertising.
 
There will be no difference in
 
intention to purchase from direct
 
response advertisements by the
 
selected ethnic groups.
 
A confirmatoiy factor analysis will
 
be used to determine the factor
 
stmcture ofattitudes toward
 
advertising in general(AG).
 
See Figure 2for the proposed
 
stmcture.
 
Hypotheses 1 and6 will each be
 
examined using an MAHOVA
 
procedure.
 
Hypothesis2 will be examined
 
using two separate Chi-Square
 
analyses
 
Hypotheses 3,4,&5 will each be
 
examined using Fearson bivariate
 
correlations.
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 T a U e 2 . 
  
D e m o g r a p h i c  C o n ^ p a r i s o i L  N u m b e r R e s p o n d i n g i n  E a c h E t h n i c  G r o u p 
  
E d i n i c  G r o u p 
  
I n f o r m a t i o n 
  
S e x 
  
F e m a l e 
  
M a l e 
  
L a s t  G r a d e  C o m p l e t e d 
  
1 2 
  
1 3 
  
1 4 
  
1 5 
  
1 6 + 
  
H o u s e h o l d I n c o m e 
  
L e s s t h a n  $ 1 0 K 
  
$ 1 0 K - $ 1 9 , 9 9 9 
  
$ 2 0 K - $ 2 9 , 9 9 9 
  
$ 3 0 K - $ 3 9 , 9 9 9 
  
$ 4 0 K - $ 4 9 , 9 9 9 
  
$ 5 0 K - $ 7 4 , 9 9 9 
  
$ 7 5 K + 
  
A g e 
  
1 8 - 2 4 y e a r s  o l d 
  
2 5 - 3 4 y e a r s  o l d 
  
3 5 - 4 4 y e a r s  o l d 
  
4 5 - 5 4 y e a r s  o l d 
  
A s i a n 
  
2 4 
  
2 9 
  
1 1 
  
6 
  
3 
  
6 
  
2 6 
  
5 
  
2 
  
7 
  
9 
  
9 
  
8 
  
9 
  
3 7 
  
1 6 
  
G 
  
0 
  
B l a c k 
  
1 5 
  
1 
  
8  + 
  
0 
  
. 2 
  
1 
  
4 
  
2 
  
3 
  
4 
  
1 
  
4 
  
1 
  
0 
  
1 2 
  
4 
  
0 
  
0 
  
4 3 
  
H i s p a n i c  
A n g l o 
  
3 9  
6 4 
  
1 0  
3 5 
  
1 7  1 2 
  
4 6 
  
9  2 0 
  
1 2  
2 9 
  
7  
3 2 
  
5  1 2 
  
2  1 3 
  
7  1 5 
  
9 9 
  
9 9 
  
8  2 4 
  
9  1 6 
  
4 1  
5 8 
  
6  
2 5 
  
2  1 2 
  
0 4 
  
Table 3.
 
Scoiii^ ofItems in Pollay and Mittal(1993).
 
The instrament measures 

Global attitudes
 
Information
 
Social Role and Image
 
Hedonic/ Pleasure
 
Good for the Economy
 
Materialism
 
Falsity/No Sense
 
Value Corruption
 
Bauer-Greyser Items
 
Exhaneous Variables:
 
Intiusion 

Salience 

these constnicts:
 
Item Numbers 

24,28,33
 
2, 12,22
 
7, 10, 17
 
4, 14, 19
 
20, 23, 29
 
11, 15, 25,27
 
3,6,18
 
13,21
 
1, 5,6,8,9, 16, 18
 
31
 
32
 
oc Sample 1 oc Sample2
 
.83 .79
 
.68 .59
 
.47 .71
 
.57 .54
 
.65 N/A
 
.78 .64
 
.60 .69
 
N/A N/A
 
Note. Items 8,9,16,26, and 30 measure distal antecedents ofPollay&Mttal's model
 
ofattitudes toward advertising in general.
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Table 4.
 
Goiiq)Iete Counter-Balancing to Control forOnferofAd Piesentadon.
 
Order ofPresentation
 
Presentation Set
 
First Second Third
 
A CDs Sun^asses Checks
 
B CDs Checks Sunglasses
 
C Sunglasses Checks CDs
 
D Sunglasses CDs Checks
 
E Checks CDs Sunglasses
 
F Checks Sunglasses CDs
 
Table4represents a Latin-squares design in A^bich each advertisement is presented m
 
each ordinal position twice,representing all possible combinations ofdie three
 
advertisements.
 
CDs = Product one
 
Sunglasses = Producttwo
 
Checks = Product three
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TaUe 5.
 
Final E!QS Output:
 
Iterative Smmiiaiy forFactors ofAttitudes Towaid Adveittsing in General.
 
Parameter
 
Iteration ABS Change Alpha Function
 
1 0.135290 1.00000 2.03199
 
2 0.082206 1.00000 1.25414
 
3 0.019522 1.00000 1.23317
 
4 0.006847 1.00000 1.23128
 
5 0.002227 1.00000 1.23108
 
6 0.000889 1.00000 1.23106
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 TaUe6.
 
Filial EQS Output: Goodness ofFit Sinnmaiy forFactors ofAttitudes Towaid
 
Adveitisii^ Geneial. Qu-Squaie Statistic and Gompaiative Fitfodex.
 
Independence Model Chi-Square = 1458.62, Based on 210 degrees offreedom
 
Independence AIC = 1038.62
 
Model AIC -66.24
 
Indepmdence CAIC - 111.24
 
Model CAIC -821.40
 
Chi-square = 275.76,Based on 171 degrees offreedom
 
Probability value for the Chi-Square statistic is less than 0.001
 
Bentler-Bonett Normed Fit Index 0.811
 
Bentler-Bonett Nonnonned Fit Index = 0.897
 
Comparative Fit Index 0.916
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Table?.
 
RnalEQS Output:
 
Standaidized Solution forFactors ofAttitudes Toward Advertising in General.
 
V2 = .374 F1 + .927 E2
 
V3 - .532 F5 + .847 E3
 
V4 = .409 F3 + .913 E4
 
V6 = .637*F5 + .771 E6
 
V7 = .573 F2 + .819 E7
 
VIO = .763*F2 + .646 ElO
 
VI1 = .480 F5 + .877 Ell
 
¥12 = .625*F1 + .780 E12
 
¥13 - .523 F5 + .852 E13
 
¥14 = .797*F3 + .604 E14
 
¥15 = .595*F5 + .804 El5
 
¥17 = .686*F2 + .728 E17
 
¥18 = .377*F1 + -.199 *F5 + .846 E18
 
¥19 = .543*F3 + .840 E19
 
¥20 = .534 F4 + .845 E20
 
¥21 = .439*F5 + .898 E21
 
¥22 = .696*F1 -h .718 E22
 
¥23 = .672*F5 + .741 E23
 
¥25 = .226*F3 + .717 *F5 + .711 E25
 
¥27 = .586*F5 + .810 E27
 
¥29 = .723*F4 + .690 E29
 
¥= Variable
 
F = Factor
 
E = Error associated with die measurement ofeach item
 
* = Factor allowed to be freely estimated
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TaUe 8.
 
MANOVA UmvaiiateFTests. Selected Effanic Gtoups on the Factois Conq)rising
 
Attitudes Towatd AdK^eitisii^ in General.
 
Factor SS Error 
SS 
MS Error 
MS 
F Sig. 
ofF 
Information .410 85.718 .205 .433 .473 .624 
Social Role 
&Information 11.355 145.392 5.678 .734 7.732 .001 
Amusement/ 
Entertainment 1.786 80.520 .893 .407 2.196 .114 
Good For The 
Economy 
Negative Attitudes 
About Advertising 
2.052 
1.567 
128.428 
67.891 
1.026 
.784 
.649 
.343 
1.582 
2.285 
.208 
.104 
Univariate F-tests with(2, 198)degrees offreedom. 
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Table 9.
 
Selected Edinic Gtoups'Mean Comqposite Seoies forthe Factors Conq)rising Attitudes
 
Towaid Advertising in General.
 
Factors of Ellmic Group Mean Seores For Each Faetor ofAG
 
Attitudes Toward
 
Advertising in
 
General Asian Hispanic Anglo
 
Information 3.51 3.38 3.45
 
Social Role
 
&Image* 2.96 2.76 2.41
 
Amusement/
 
Entertainment 3.47 3.42 3.26
 
Good For The
 
Economy 3.65 3.37 3.51
 
Negative Attitudes
 
About Advertising 2.99 3.17 2.90
 
*=Significant differences exist between means on this faetor.
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mie10.
 
Oii-Square Ai^ysis: Selected Edmic Gtoiqis Hme Since Last Diiect Response
 
Purchase.
 
Number ofResponses per Ethnic Group
 
Time Since Last
 
Direct Response
 
Purchase Asian Black Hispanic Anglo
 
Never Purchased From
 
A Direct Response Ad 10 10 12
 
Less Than
 
3 Months Ago 22 10 23 41
 
3-12Months Ago 13 4 8 28
 
12+Months Ago 0 8 18
 
X'(9)=2.29,p>.05
 
Note. Blacks were excluded from this analysis due to the small sample obtained.
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Table 11.
 
Oii-Squaie Analysis: Selected Ethnic Groups NumberofDirect Response
 
Purchases in the Past12 Months.
 
Number of Number ofResponses per Ethnic Group
 
Direct Response
 
Purchases in the
 
Past 12 Months Asian Black Hispanic Anglo
 
None 6 1 9 14
 
1-3Purchases 11 ■ '5' , 17 35
 
4-6Purchases 12 4 7 18
 
7+Purchases 10 2 4 14
 
5e(9)=2.13,p>.05
 
Note. Blacks were excluded from this analysis due to die small sample obtained.
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Table 12.
 
Conelation Coefficients forthe five AGFactors and the Purchase Intention ofEach
 
Product ^
 
Factors of Purchase Intention 
Attitudes Toward ^ 
Advertising in 
Gaieral Compact Discs Sunglasses Checks 
Information .126 .041 .041
 
Social Role
 
&Image .068 .158* .175**
 
Amusement/
 
Entertainment .034 .097 .158*
 
Good For The
 
Economy .064 -.061 .084
 
Negative Attitudes
 
About Advertising -.215** .054 .001
 
*=p<.05
 
**=p <.01
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Table 13.
 
Gonelation Coefficients fer tile Thiee Source Perceptions and the Purcl^e Intention
 
ofEach Adveitisement
 
Purchase Intention
 
Source Perceptions
 
Compact Discs Sunglasses Checks
 
Knowledge or
 
Interest in the
 
Product .550** .323** .576**
 
Attitude About
 
the Product .665** .613** .554**
 
Attitude About
 
the Advertisement .613** .683** .522**
 
**=p <.001
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Table 14.
 
MANOVA Univaiiate F Tests. Selected Ethnie Groups on die Purcl^eInteiitioiis of
 
Direct Response Adveitisements.
 
Variable SS Error SS MS Error MS F Sig. ofF
 
Purchase
 
Intent of
 
Ad I 8.691 274.249 4.345 1.392 3.121 .046
 
Purchase
 
Intent of
 
Ad2 5.973 273.815 2.987 1.390 2.149 .119
 
Purchase
 
Intent of
 
Ad 3 4.434 215.164 2.217 1.092 2.030 .134
 
Univariate F-tests with(2, 197)degrees offreedom.
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TaWelS.
 
IVkan Purchase Intentforthe Selected Ethnic Groups on the Thrce Direct Response
 
Adveitisements.
 
Ethnic Group Intention To Purchase Mean Scores
 
Direct Response
 
Advertisement
 
Asian Hispanic Anglo
 
Compact Disc
 
Club Membership* 3.37 3.22 2.90
 
Sunglasses 3.03 3.39 2.97
 
Checks 2.96 2.77 2.60
 
*=p<.05
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figure 1.
 
How Beliefs AboutAdveitisii^ AffectPurchase Intentions
 
Beliefs About Advertising
 
Attitudes About Advertising in Gaieral
 
(Moderate)
 
4
 
Attitudes Toward Specific Advertisements
 
(Advertisement Perceptions)
 
(Strong)
 
Purchase Intentions
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Figure 2.
 
Stnicture ofBeliefs About Advertising in General.
 
Social Bole Amusemenl/ Good ForThe Negative Attitudes
 
Lifomiation AndlnE^e I^iteitainment Economjr Towaid Adveitisii^
 
Attitudes Towaid Adveitisii^In Ceneml
 
Factors Comprising
 
Attitudes Toward Initial Hypothesized Items Allowed to
 
Advertising in General Item Loadings Cross-Load
 
Information 2, 12,22 18
 
Social Role&Image 7, 10, 17
 
Amusement/Entertainment 4, 14, 19 25
 
Good For The Economy 20, 23, 29
 
Negative Attitudes
 
About Advertising 3,6, II, 13, 15, IS,21, 25, 27
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APPENDIXA
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INFORMED(DONSENTFORM
 
Hie study in which you are about to participate includes taking a survey designed to
 
assess your attitudes regarding advertising. The study is being carried out by Steven
 
Edward under the direction ofVictoria Seitz, Ph.D. from California State University,
 
San Bemardino.
 
Your participation will include answering questions about how you feel about
 
advertising and indicating your past buying behavior. You will also be asked to rate
 
diree advertisements regarding their effectiveness in creating interest in the product.
 
This survey is not timed and you may proceed at your own pace; However,it is
 
estimated that you will be able to finish in 20 to 30 minutes. Their are no ri^t or
 
wrong answers; die goal is to accurately measure how you feel about advertising and
 
the advertisements in this study.
 
Ifthere is a question you do not feel comfortable answering, you can skip it and
 
continue ifyou wish. However, your participation is completely voluntary and you
 
may wididraw any ofyour answers at any time.
 
Ifyou have any questions or concerns which can not be answered by the individual
 
administering the survey, please feel free to contact Victoria Seitz, Ph.D., at California
 
State University, San Bemardino,(909)880-5753.
 
I would like to diank you for your cooperation in taking diis survey.
 
Steven Edwards,Researcher
 
I hereby agree to participate in this survey:
 
Print Name Signature
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Diiect Response Adveitisii^ Questiommiie
 
Direct response adveitisii^ includes any medium that offers products directly for sale
 
to the consumer. Examples inelude; Mail order catalogs, offers received in the mail,
 
800 numbers,tear out cards in magazines, and television shopping clubs.
 
The current investigation is a survey ofyour attitudes toward direct response
 
advertising. It is important that you follow the instructions exactly, andDONOTskip
 
around when completing the questionnaire.
 
1) 	 You will be asked to agree or disagree to 33 statements about
 
advertising.
 
2) 	 Next you will be asked to indicate your past direct response
 
shopping experience and respond to9 statements about direet
 
response advertising.
 
3) 	 You will Ihen be asked 5 questions about yourself.
 
4) 	 Lastly you will examine 3 magazine advertisements and will be
 
asked to answer a series ofquestions about each. It is important
 
that you go in order and look at only one advertisement at a
 
time.
 
Once you have completed a section, please do not go back to review your previous
 
answers.
 
Ifthere are any questions ask the administrator. Ifthere are not any questions, please
 
turn to the next page and begin.
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Poll^ and Mttal*s(1993)btstmmentMeasmii^ Attitudes Towaid Advertising in
 
General
 
Given below are some statements about advertising. There are no right or wrong answers. Only your
 
personal opinions matter. Please mark your answers by circling the number diat best describes the way
 
you feel.
 
Where 1=Strongly Disagree and 5= Strongly Agree
 
Strongly
 
Disagree
 
1. 	 Advertising is essential.
 
2. 	 Advertising is a valuable source of
 
information about local sales.
 
3. 	 In general, advertising is misleading.
 
4. 	 Quite often advertising is amusing and
 
entertaining.
 
5. 	 Advertising persuades people to buy
 
things they a should not buy.
 
6.^ Most advertising insults the intelligence
 
ofthe average consumer.
 
7. 	 From advertising I leam aboutfashions
 
and about vdiat to buy to impress others.
 
8. 	 Advertising helps raise our standard of
 
living.
 
9. 	 Advertising results in better products for
 
the public.
 
10. 	 Advertising tells me vsfiat people with
 
life styles similar to mine are buying and
 
using.
 
11. 	 Advertising is making us a materialistic
 
society, overly interested in buying and
 
owning things.
 
12. 	 Advertising tells me vbich brands have
 
the features l am looking for.
 
13. 	 Advertising promotes undesirable values
 
in our society.
 
14. 	 SometimesI take pleasure in thinking
 
about\\fiatI saw or heard or read in
 
advertisements.
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
2
 
Strongly
 
Agree
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
 
4
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Continued below are some statements about advertising. Please mark your answers by circling the
 
number that best describes the way you feel. 
Where 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
15. Advertising makes people buy 
unaffordable productsjust to show off. 1 2 3 4 5 
16. In general, advertising results in lower 
prices. 1 2 3 4 5 
17. Advertising helps me know which 
products will or will not reflect,the sort 
ofp^onI am. 1 2 3 4 5 
18. In general, advertisements present a hue 
picture ofthe product advertised. 1 2 3 4 5 
19. Sometimes advertisements are even more { 
enjoyable than other media contents. 1 2 3 4 5 
20. In general, advertising helps our nation's 
economy. 1 2 3 4 5 
21. Most advertising distorts the values of 
our youth. 1 2 3 4 5 
22.. Advertising helps me keep up to date 
about products/services available in the 
marketplace. 1 2 3 4 5 
23. Mostly, advertising is wasteful ofour 
economic resources. 1 2 3 4 5 
24. Overall,I consider advertising a good 
thing. 1 2 3 4 5 
25. Advertising makes people live in a world 
offantasy. 1 2 3 4 5 
26. There is too much sex in advertising 
today. 1 2 3 4 5 
27. Because ofadvertising, people buy a lot 
ofthings they do not really need. 1 2 3 4 5 
28. My general opinion ofadvertising is 
unfavorable. 1 2 3 4 5 
29. In general, advertising promotes 
competition, which benefits the 
consumer. 1 2 3 4 5 
30. Some products/services promoted in 
advertising are bad for our society. 1 2 3 4 5 
31. I consider advertisements unwelcome 
interruptions. 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Advertising is not an important issue for 
me,and I am bothered about it. 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Overall,I like advertising. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Past Direct Response Biiyii^ BehaviorCreated forthis Survey
 
Direct response advertising offers products directly for sale to you,the consumer. Examples include:
 
Mail order catalogs, offers received in the mail,800 numbers,tear out cards in magazines,and
 
television shopping clubs.
 
Hease Answerthe followiig questions to the bestofyourability:
 
34) How long ago was your last purchase from a direct response ad?:
 
□ 0-3 months □ 3- 6 months □ 6-12 months 
□ 12-24 months □ Over 2 years ago □Ihave never purchased from a 
direct response ad. 
(Skip to question 41) 
35) How many direct response purchases have you made in last year? 
Attitudes TowaidDirect Maiketing (Akhter &Durvasula, 1991)
 
In the following list of adjectives, please indicate the spot that best describes your past direct shopping
 
experiences. Please answer thinking about the following direct response formats; Mail order catalogs,

offers received in the mail, 800 numbers, tear out eards in magazines, and television shopping clubs, etc.
 
E)rExan^le) Uppy Sad 
36) Pleasant Unpleasant 
37) DifiBcult Easy 
38) Risky Safe 
39) Inejq)ensive Ejqjensive 
40) Poor Value Good Value 
Please rate the degree to \\hich you agree or Disagree with the following statements. 
Where 1= Strongly Disagree and 5 = Strongly Agree 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
41) Shopping from my home is an enjoyable experienee. 2 3 4 5 
42) Isave time and money by shopping at home. 2 3 4 5 
43) Direct response advertisements offer nothingbut junk. 2 3 4 5 
44) Direct marketers provide good service. 2 3 4 5 
45) It is difficult to retum merchandise purchased using 
a direct response method. 2 3 4 5 
46) It is easy to order products from direct response ads. 2 3 4 5 
47) Direct response ads make products look better 
than they really are. 2 3 4 5 
48) Direct marketers tend to annoy consumers. 2 3 4 5 
49) Direct advertisements offer products that consumers 
need. 2 3 4 5 
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 Demogii^hics Created ForTliis Smvey
 
Please answer tiie following questions about yourself.
 
50) 	Place an Xin the box that describes your sex:
 
□ Male □ Female 
51) Place an X in the box that best describes your ethnic background: 
□ American Indian or AlaskanNative □ Puerto Rican 
□ Black or African American 	 □ Other Hispanic or Latin American 
□ Mexican, Mexican American, or Chicano □ White (non-Hispanic) 
1	 ■ ■ • ■ 
□ Asian, Asian American, or Pacific Islander □ Other 
52) 	 Circle the last grade you finished in school? 
Grade: 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18+ 
53) 	 Place an X in the box that best describes your yearly family income: 
□ 	Less than $10,000 □ $20,000 - $29,999 □ $40,000 - $49,999 □ $75,000 & 
Over 
□ 	$10,000 - $19,999 □ $30,000 - $39,999 □ $50,000 - $74,999 
54) 	 Place an X in the box that best describes your age: 
□ 	18-24 □ 35-44 □ 55 - 64 
□ 	25-34 □ 45-54 □ 65 + 
65 
Directions
 
You are about to look at three magazine advertisements in which you are asked about
 
how good the advertisement is to you. After looking at each one,we would like you
 
to tell us how you feel about the ad by answering a series ofquestions.
 
Examine only ONEadvertisement at a time and answer the corresponding set of
 
questions before continuing to the next ad.
 
Please examine the first advertisement now,and then complete the following questions
 
to the best ofyour ability.
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Attitude Toward the Ad- Intentioii to Purchase(Weigold,Flusser,&Feiguson,1992)
 
You are aboutto look at three magazine advertisements in which you are asked about how good the
 
advertisement is to you. After looking at each one,we would like you to tell us how you feel aboutthe
 
iad by answering a series ofquestions. Please answer each set ofquestions before continuing to the next
 
ad. Thinking about the fiist advertisement,Please mark with an Xthe place between tiie two adjectives
 
that best describes how you feel about buying the product in the ad.
 
ForExan^e) Bad Good
 
1) Poor Value Good Value
 
2) Attractive Unattractive
 
3) A Risky Purchase A Safe Purchase
 
4) Good Quality Poor Quality
 
5) Unsatisfactory Satisfactory
 
Please circle tire number that indicates the degree to vdiich you agree with the following statements
 
about the product in the advertisement.
 
Where: 1 =Strongly Disagree and 5 ■ Strongly Agree 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
6) I feel positive about tire ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
7) I dislike the ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
8) I reactfavorably to the ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
9) " The ad is bad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
Now thinking aboutthe product itself, please indicate your degree ofagreement wifti the following
 
statements:
 
Where: 1 -Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Agree
 
10) I am interested in tins type ofproduct. 1 2 3 4 5
 
11) This is a productI could use. 1 2 3 4 5
 
12) I already own a similar product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
13) I would call for more information. 1 2 3 4 5
 
14) I would consider buying ftie product,
 
ifI were in the market for such a product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
15) Iam an expert about this product. 1 2 3 4 5
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Please answer tiie following questions regarding die SIXXJND advertisement, in die manner described
 
for the first ad. Please mark widi an Xthe place between the two adjectives that best describes how
 
you feel about buying the product in the ad.
 
ForExan^e) Bad Good
 
1) Poor Value Good Value 
2) Attractive ■ Unattractive 
3) A Risky Purchase ___ A Safe Purchase 
4) Good Quality Poor Quality 
5) Unsatisfactory ___ Satisfactory 
Please circle the number diat indicates the degree to which you agree with the following statements
 
aboutthe product in the advertisement.
 
Where: 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree A^ee
 
6) I feel positive aboutthe ad. i : 2 : 3 : 4 5
 
7) I dislike the ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
8) I reactfavorably to the ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
9) The ad is bad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
Now thinking about the product itself, please indicate your degree ofagreement with the following
 
statements:
 
Where: 1 = Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Agree
 
10) I am interested in this Wpe ofproduct. 1 2 3 4 5
 
11) This is a productI could use. 1 2 3 4 5
 
12) I already own a similar product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
13) I would call for more information. 1 2 3 4 5
 
14) I would consider buying the product,
 
ifI were in the market for such a product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
15) Iam an expert about this product. 1 2 3 4 5
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Please answer the following questions regarding the THIRD advertisement, in the manner described for
 
the first ad. Please mark with an Xflie place between the two adjectives that best describes how you
 
feel about buying the product in the ad.
 
ForEsan^e) Bai Good
 
1) Poor Value . Good Value
 
2) Attractive Unattractive
 
3) A Risky Purchase • __ ^ A Safe Purchase
 
4) Good Quality Poor Quality
 
5) Unsatisfactory Satisfactoiy
 
Please circle the number that indicates the degree to vdiich you agree with the following statements
 
aboutthe product in the advertisement.
 
Where: 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Agree
 
6) I feel positive aboutthe ad. 1 2 : 3 ■■ 4 5 
I dislike tiie ad. 1 2 3 4 5
7)
 
8) I react favorably to the ad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
9) The ad is bad. 1 2 3 4 5
 
Now thinking about the product itself, please indicate your degree ofagreement with the following
 
statements:
 
Where: 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=Strongly Agree
 
Strongly Strongly
 
Disagree Agree
 
10) I am interested in this type ofproduct. 1 2 3 4 5
 
11) This is a productI could use. 1 2 3 4 5
 
12) I already own a similar product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
13) I would call for more information. 1 2 3 4 5
 
14) I would consider buying the product.
 
ifI were in the marketfor such a product. 1 2 3 4 5
 
15) Iam an expert about tiiis product. 1 2 3 4 5
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list of VariaMes
 
a Variables 1,2,and 3 will only be used as independent variables for 4,5&6.
 
n Variables4and5 will be used as independent variables for the dependent
 
variable 6.
 
Independent Variables:
 
1) Past Direct Response Purchase Behavior,
 
2) Perceptions ofthe Advertisements,
 
3) Demographics; Ethnic background. Age,Income,and Education.
 
Independent/Dependent Variables:
 
4) Attitudes Toward Advertising in General,
 
5) Attitudes Toward Direct Response Advertising,
 
Dependent Variable:
 
6) Purchase Intention.
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A P P E N D I X C 
  
7 2 
  
 5
10
15
20
25
30
35
Final EQS Program: Confinnatoiy Factor Analysis of Attitudes Toward Advertising In General.
 
mOGRm CONTROL INFORMATION PROGRAM CONTROL INFORMATION <
 
1 /Title
 
2 FILE 'CFAl' CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS (FACTORS 1-5) 39 ElO =.504*
 
3 /Specifications 40 Ell =.838*
 
4 CASE=225; VAR=99; ME=ML; MA=RAW FO='(34F4.3) 41 E12 =.599*
 
DATA='c:\document\meansub.txt'; 42 E13 =.631*
 
6 /LABELS 43 E14 =.323*
 
7 F1=INF0RMATI0N; F2=SOCIAL ROLE Pm IMAGE; 44 E15 =.706*
 
8 F3=HED0NIC/ PLEASURE; F4=G00D FOR THE ECONOMY; 45 E17 =.635*
 
9 F5=NEGATIVE ATTITUDES ABOUT ADVERTISING; 46 E18 =.707*
 
F6=ATTITUDES TOWARD ADVERTISING IN GENERAL; 47 E19 =.837*
 
11 /EQUATION- 48 E20 =.766*
 
12 V2 = 1.000 Fl + 1.000 E2; 49 E21 =.892*
 
13 V3 = 1.000 F5 + 1.000 E3; 50 E22 =.461*
 
14 V4 = 1.000 F3 + 1.000 E4; 51 E23 =.565*
 
V6 = 1.222*F5 + 1.000 E6; 52 E25 =.770*
 
16 V7 = 1.000 F2 + 1.000 E7; 53 E27 =.644*
 
17 VIO = 1.245*F2 + 1.000 ElO 54 E29 =.755*
 
18 . Vll = 1.000 F5 + 1.000 Ell 55 /COVARIANCES
 
19 V12 = 1.630*F1 + 1.000 E12 56 F2 ,F1 = .129*
 
V13 = 1.000 F5 + 1.000 E13 57 F3 ,Fl = ,067*
 
21 V14 = 2.677*F3 + 1.000 E14 58 F4 ,Fl = .139*
 
22 V15 = 1.319*F5 + 1.000 E15 59 F5 ,F1 =--.114*
 
23 V17 = 1.169*F2 + 1.000 E17 60 F3 ,F2 = .130*
 
24 V18 = -.809*F5 + *F1+ 1.000 E18 61 F4 ,F2 = .087*
 
V19 = 1.630*F3 + 1.000 E19 62 F5 ,F2 =--.033* 
26 V20 = 1.000 F4 + 1.000 E20 63 F4 ,F3 = .047* 
27 V21 = .827*F5 + 1.000 E21 64 F5 ,F3 =■-.029* 
28 V22 = 1.800*F1 + 1.000 E22 65 F5 ,F4 =■-.168* 
29 V23 = -1.540*F5 + 1.000 E23 66 E19 ,E12 = * 
*V25 = 1.300*F5 + *F3+ 1.000 E25	 67 E27 ,E15 = 
*31 V27 = 1.156*F5 + 1.000 E27	 68 E13 ,E11 = 
*32 V29 = 1.286*F4 . + 1.000 E29	 69 E18 ,E3 = 
*33 /VARIANCES	 70 E23 ,E11 = 
34	 F1 =.141*;E2 =.688* 71 E13 ,E6 = * 
F2 =.429*;E3 =.679* 72 E13 ,E21 = * 
*36	 F3 =.114*;E4 =.586* 73 E13 ,E12 = 
37	 F4 =.144*;E6 =.683* 74 /IMTEST 
38 F5 =,325*;E7 =.857*	 75 SET=PEE,GVF;
 
76 /END
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